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All relevant units:  

In order to effectively promote separation of household waste and regulate configuration of 

classification equipment, according to the applicable laws, regulations, standards and the spirit of 

associated documents in Shanghai, the Shanghai Urban Construction and Communications 

Commission and the Shanghai Administration for Greening and Urban Appearance have 

developed the Guidelines for Configuration of Municipal Household Waste Separation Equipment 

in Shanghai (for trial) and hereby issue it to you. Please act accordingly. 
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As refuse derived fuel (RDF). 

3. Configuration of Household Waste Separation Equipment 

3.1 Residential quarter (dwelling house) 

3.1.1 Newly-built wholly-decorated dwelling houses in areas with the condition of 

well-established sewage pipelines shall be equipped with the kitchen waste (wet refuse) disposer; 

other dwelling houses shall be encouraged to install the kitchen waste (wet refuse) disposer if 

conditions allow. 

3.1.2 Dwelling houses generally shall have classified containers (barrels and bags) for kitchen 

waste (wet refuse) and other waste (dry refuse) respectively. 

3.1.3 Newly-built residential quarters shall arrange at least 30 square meters of classified stacking 

sites and set up clear signs for decoration waste, large waste and dry branches & fallen leaves; 

provide dedicated containers if conditions allow. 

The existing residential quarters shall, according to the actual situations, designate temporary 

classified stacking sites and set up clear signs for decoration waste, large waste and dry branches 

& fallen leaves. 

3.1.4 Newly-built residential quarters shall be equipped with the household waste container room 

or the small compressed collection station according to the requirements. The household waste 

container room or the small compressed collection station shall have containers for kitchen waste 

(wet refuse), hazardous waste and other waste (dry refuse) respectively, and may also have the 

compressed packing equipment for recyclables. The small compressed collection station shall 

configure at least two compressed tanks for kitchen waste (wet refuse) and other waste (dry refuse) 



respectively. 

The household waste container room or the small compressed collection station of the existing 

residential quarters shall be equipped with containers for kitchen waste (wet refuse), hazardous 

waste and other waste (dry refuse) respectively.  

 

 


